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SAINT NICHOLAS SCHOOL  

DISABILITY POLICY & ACCESSIBILTY PLAN 

Note: This policy applies to all sections of the school including EYFS 

Reviewed April 2015 

Review Date November 2016 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This policy is drawn up in accordance with the requirements of Schedule 10 of the Equality Act 2010. The 
Equality Act sets out the different ways in which it is unlawful to treat someone, such as direct and indirect 
discrimination, harassment, victimisation and failing to make a reasonable adjustment for a disabled person. 

2. DEFINITION OF DISABILITY 
Disability is defined by the Equality Act 2010 as follows: 

A person has a disability if: 

(a) s/he has a physical or mental impairment, and 

(b) the impairment has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on his/her ability to carry out normal day-
to-day activities. 

3. KEY OBJECTIVE 
The key objectives are to 

 reduce and eliminate barriers to access to the curriculum, 

 ensure full participation in the school community for pupils, and prospective pupils, with a disability. 

4. PRINCIPLES 
Compliance with the Equality Act 2010 is consistent with the school’s aims, its equal opportunities policy and the 
school’s Learning Support Policy. 

The school recognises its duty under the Equality Act 2010:  

 not to discriminate against disabled pupils in their admissions and exclusions, and provision of education 
and associated services 

 not to treat disabled pupils less favourably 

 to take reasonable steps to avoid putting disabled pupils at a substantial disadvantage 

 to publish an Accessibility Plan. 

The school recognises and values parents’ knowledge of their child’s disability and its effect on his or her ability 
to carry out normal activities, and respects the parents’ and child’s right to confidentiality. 

The school provides all pupils with a broad and balanced curriculum, differentiated and adjusted to meet the 
needs of individual pupils and their preferred learning styles, by: 

 setting suitable learning challenges 

 responding to pupils’ diverse learning needs 

 overcoming potential barriers to learning and assessment for individuals and groups of pupils. 

We do not have to provide auxiliary aids (i.e. a special piece of equipment such as a hearing loop) or 
services (i.e. arranging additional support such as a designated classroom assistant). 
 
Physical alterations to buildings – such as the installation of lifts – do not have to be made. 
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5. ASPECTS TO DISCRIMINATION: 

5.1 Less favourable treatment 

A school may be discriminating if it treats a child “less favourably” for a reason related to his or her disability, and 
it cannot justify that treatment. 

For example: 

 refusing a child’s application for admission because of his or her disability 

 refusing to let a child go on a school trip because he has diabetes 

In some cases, the school may be able to justify treating a child “less favourably” if it can show that it did so for a 
material and substantial reason.  This means that the reason must relate to the child’s particular case and be 
significant enough to justify discrimination.  Less favourable treatment may also be justified if it is the result of a 
permitted form of selection. 

5.2 Failure to take reasonable steps 

The school can also be accused of discrimination if it does not take “reasonable steps” to ensure a disabled child 
is not at a substantial disadvantage compared to the other pupils at the school. 

For example: 

 a secondary school fails to make the arrangements necessary for a child to be able to sit public exams 

 a deaf pupil who lip-reads is at a substantial disadvantage because teachers continue speaking while 
facing away from him to write on the board 

 a pupil with dyslexia is told she cannot have her teacher’s lesson notes, and that she should take notes 
during lessons “like everyone else”. 

The DDA does not require schools to provide ‘auxiliary aids and services’ such as sign language, interpreters or 
information formats such as Braille or audiotape.  Schools do have a duty under the DDA to make reasonable 
adjustments for disabled parents, for example by providing interpreters at parents’ evenings. 

5.3 Improving access 

Schools should gradually implement plans to improve access for disabled children.  These plans should include: 

 improvements in access to the curriculum 

 physical improvements to increase access to the school buildings 

 improvements in information in a range of formats for disabled children, including Braille, audiotape or 
large print formats. 

Schools should make these plans available to parents. 

Schools are expected to take “reasonable steps” to meet the needs of disabled children who might become 
pupils, taking into consideration the broad range of needs of pupils with different disabilities.  However, this does 
not include making changes to school buildings to make them accessible, or providing specialist equipment or 
support. 

Schools should review their policies, practices and procedures regularly to ensure that disabled children are not 
at a disadvantage because of their disability. 
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1. SCHOOL ACCESSIBILITY PLAN 
This plan is drawn up in accordance with the requirements of Schedule 10 of the Equality Act 2010.   

2. KEY AREAS 

2.1 Admission to the School 

 All offers of a place at the school depend upon prospective pupils meeting the School’s entry criteria. 

 The School must feel reasonably sure that throughout the pupil’s time at the school, it will be able to 
educate and develop the prospective pupil to the best of his/her potential and in line with the general 
standards achieved by the pupil’s peers. 

 The School policy is to apply these criteria to all pupils and potential pupils, regardless of any 
disability of which it is made aware by parents.  The School has a legal obligation to make 
reasonable adjustments not to put any disabled pupil or potential pupil at a substantial disadvantage 
compared with other pupils who are not disadvantaged because of disability. 

 Saint Nicholas School requires parents to inform the School in respect of the disability of a 
prospective pupil in the relevant section of the application form. 

 In assessing any pupil or prospective pupil, the School may take such advice and require such 
assessments e.g., Educational Psychologist’s report, and recommendations as it regards as 
appropriate. 

2.2 Education & related activities 

 Staff will continue to be made aware of pupils with Disability or Special Educational Needs. 

 Staff will continue to be made aware of strategies to make “reasonable adjustments” within the 
classroom so as not to place disabled pupils at a substantial disadvantage in accessing the 
curriculum.  Such strategies will be included in Departmental Handbooks. 

 Staff will need to adapt their teaching to the learning patterns of all the pupils according to their 
abilities and needs.  Such differentiation should be reflected in Departmental Schemes of Work. 

 The implementation of reasonable adjustments to classroom management, teaching and 
expectations, should not prejudice the progress of other pupils, nor their Health and Safety (e.g. labs, 
workshops, sports equipment). 

 The School, as an independent school, is not required under legislation to provide auxiliary support 
such as a classroom assistant, or auxiliary aids e.g. laptops or hearing loops. 

 The School will continue to provide equal access to all school activities for disabled pupils, within the 
constraints of the physical nature of the site, the budgetary costs, the Health and Safety implications 
and difficulties of supervision. 

 Individual Risk Assessment and management strategies will be provided for disabled pupils 
engaged in school trips or visits. 

2.3 Physical environment 

 Under the legislation we are not required to remove or alter physical features.  

 The school will take account of the needs of pupils and visitors with physical difficulties and sensory 
impairments when planning and undertaking future improvements and refurbishments of the site and 
premises, such as improved access, lighting, acoustic treatment and colour schemes, and more 
accessible facilities and fittings. 

 Parents should be aware that the School site covers a wide area with many old buildings of more 
than one storey and without lifts.  The School ‘policy’ of subject areas with designated classrooms, 
requires pupils to move around the site, necessitating the use of steps or stairs in buildings to access 
classrooms.  Pupils with impaired mobility will therefore be somewhat disadvantaged by these 
problems. 
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 The School is addressing these issues as part of the buildings development and refurbishment 
programme but some substantial improvements cannot be achieved by reasonable adjustments 
short of major alterations at prohibitive cost to the School. 

 The Accessibility Plan to meet the legal planning duties will seek to improve physical access within 
the constraints of local planning permission and the budgetary impact outlined above. 

2.4 Provision of information 

The school will make itself aware of local services for providing information in alternative formats when required 
or requested. 

 Staff and pupils are to be made aware of disability and understand its effects and accept and support 
disabled pupils as part of School life (e.g. PSHE, Assembly). 

 Appropriate staff Inset will be provided on a regular basis to enhance understanding of disability, the 
need for making reasonable adjustments in compliance with our legal duties and to improve our 
educational provision. 

 The School’s Equal Opportunities Policy, Anti-bullying Policy reflect inclusiveness and the difficulties 
faced by disabled pupils, thereby improve understanding and integration. 

 The School will agree with parents appropriate regular means of communication with regard to the 
pupil’s progress, behavioural issues and the effects of any medication. 

3. FINANCIAL PLANNING AND CONTROL 
The Headmaster with Senior Leadership Team, together with the Finance Committee will review the financial 
implications of the School Accessibility Plan as part of the normal budget review process.  The Action Plan for 
the Accessibility Plan will be integrated into the School Improvement Plan.   

4. ACTION PLAN 
The School’s Action is part of the School Improvement Plan and will cover: 

 Admission to the School – Improving clarity of admission procedures in relation to disabled pupils. 

 Education & related activities - Increasing access for disabled pupils to the school curriculum. 

 Physical environment - Improving access to the physical environment of the school. 

 Provision of information - Improving the delivery of written information to disabled pupils. 
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1 ACCESSIBILITY PLAN – 1
ST

 APRIL 2012 TO 31
ST

 MARCH 2015. 

The three-year plan includes 

(a)  increasing the extent to which disabled pupils (including those with learning difficulties) can participate in the school’s curriculum;  

(b)  improving the provision to disabled pupils of information which is already in writing for pupils who are not disabled;  

(c)  improving the physical environment of the school in order to increase the extent to which disabled pupils are able to take advantage of education and associated services 
offered by the school.  

a) Participation in the school’s curriculum 

Targets & desired outcomes Strategies & Actions With 
whom? 

When? Resources & Costs Training 
implications 

Success Criteria 

 To increase confidence of staff in 
differentiating the curriculum 

 See SIP 2.1Teaching & Learning.  All teachers 
& LSAs 

        

 To improve level of support for 
pupils with SEND 

 Employment of additional LSAs to 
provide in-class and out of class 
support for pupils with learning 
difficulties . 

 SENco  Autumn 
2012 

 Salary c£14k    Employment of LSAa 

 To improve provision of targeted 
information prepared on all pupils 
with learning difficulties 

 SENco to carry out full audit of pupils 
needs 

 Update SEN register and distribute 
clear information to all staff 

 SENco  Summer 
2012 

     SEN register updated 

 To  maximise effective support for 
pupils both in and out of lessons 

 Consider redeployment of LSAs to 
match school’s needs and LSAs skills 
and experience 

 SENco 

 Heads of 
sections 

 In 
readiness 
for 2013-14 

   Some retraining 
may be 
necessary if 
school’s needs 
are not met by 
LSAs skills 

  

On-going       

 To create access plans for 
individual disabled children as part 
of IEP process 

 Learning Support co-ordinator to 
incorporate into IEPs  

 Provide information and training on 
disability equality for all staff.  
As and when required. – no children 
with disability on roll. 

  SENco  On-going - 
as and 
when 
required. 

   As required  Individual plans in 
place for all disabled 
pupils and all staff 
aware of all pupils’ 
access needs. 

 To increased availability of teaching 
materials in electronic format 

 Continued improvement to VLE  

 Staff training on use of VLE 

 All teachers  On-going    Staff training on 
use of VLE 
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 To improve access to  information 
which is already in writing for 
pupils who are not disabled 

 Provide large print copies 

 Sit child at front of class 

 Staff training on supporting pupils 
with visual impairments 

 SENco 

 Head of 
English 

 Eng co-
ordinator 

 On-going       

b) Provision of information 

Targets & desired outcomes Strategies & Actions With 
whom? 

When? Resources & Costs Training 
implications 

Success Criteria 

 To ensure inclusive discussion of 
access to information in all annual 
reviews and IEP reviews 

 Ask parents/carers and children about 
access to information and preferred 
formats in all reviews 

 Develop strategies IEPs to meet needs 

  SENco  Autumn 
term 2012 

     Staff more aware of 
pupil’s preferred 
methods of 
communication. 

 To develop visual timetabling in all 
classes 

 Staff meeting to share good practice 

 Agree whole school approach 

  SENco 

 Form 
teachers 

 Spring 2013      All children clear 
about timetable and 
secure about what is 
happening. 

 To review information to 
parents/carers to ensure it is 
accessible 

 Review all letters home to check they 
are jargon free. 

 Produce newsletter in alternative 
formats e.g. large print, if required 

 Wherever the need arises and 
wherever reasonably possible to do 
so, provide learning materials in 
alternative formats e.g. large print, 
Braille, audio, enlarged computer 
screens, Pod casts. 

 Admin staff 
 

 Julie Bradley 

 

 Neil 
Webster 

 Summer 
2014 

 Autumn 
2014 

 As required 

 .    All parents getting 
information in format 
that they can access. 

On-going       

To review information to 
parents/carers to ensure it is 
accessible 

 Ask parents/carers about access 
needs when child is admitted to 
school 

 

 Julie Bradley  on-going 
 

      

c) Improving the physical environment 

Targets & desired outcomes Strategies & Actions With 
whom? 

When? Resources & Costs Training 
implications 

Success Criteria 

 To improve wheelchair access to 
Theatre 

 Build ramp to side entrance to 
Theatre/sportshall.  

 Keith, Martin 
Glen 

 Summer 
2012 

   Ramp installed 
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 To provide disabled toilet in 
Hillingdon House 

 Consider possible location near to 
rear access door.  

 Obtain quotations for installation. 

 Appoint builders and set time 
schedule. 

 Keith, Martin 
Glen 

 Governors’ 
Premises 
committee 

 Spring 2015 
 

 Summer 
2016 

 To be 
ascertained 

  

On-going       

 To improve external access for 
visually impaired people 
 

 Replace external light bulbs 
immediately when ‘blown’.  

 Paint white stripes on edge of all 
external steps. – in hand with MG  

 Terry P 

  

 Terry P 

 On-going 
 

 Summer 
2015 

 Negligible              Visually impaired 
people feel safe in the 
grounds. 

 To ensure that all disabled pupils 
can be safely evacuated 

 Put in place Personal Emergency 
Evacuation Plans for all children – in 
hand with MG 

 Develop a system to ensure all staff 
are aware of their responsibilities – in 
hand with MG 

 Martin Glen 
 

  Martin Glen 

 On-going - 
as and 
when 
required. 

     All disabled children 
and staff working 
with them are safe 
and confident in 
event of fire. 

 


